Square Peg Quilt
CUTTING:
Fabrics A through J: (from each fabric)

Cut one 1-1/2” x WOF strip

Subcut four 2-1/2” pieces
Subcut four 4-1/2” pieces
Cut two 2” x WOF strips,
Subcut two 4-1/2” pieces
Subcut two 5-1/2” pieces
Subcut two 7-1/2” pieces
Subcut two 8-1/2” pieces
Cut three 2-1/2” x WOF strips
Subcut four 8-1/2” pieces
Subcut four 12-1/2” pieces
Subcut two 2-1/2” pieces

Fabric K: (accent color)

YARDAGE REQUIREMENTS:

Cut twenty 1” x 4-1/2” strips,

Fabrics A through J: (10 different colors)

Cut twenty 1” x 7-1/2” strips,

[purple and blue in my case]
½ yard each

Fabric K & Inner Border: (1 accent color)
[pink in my case]
1 ½ yards

Outer Border and Binding: (any color)
3 yards

Backing
5 yards

Cut twenty 1” x 5-1/2” strips
Cut twenty 1” x 8-1/2” strips

Inner Border: (Fabric K)

Cut eight 1-1/2” x WOF strips
Piece them together

Outer Border: (From length of fabric, not width)

Cut two 7-1/2” x 76-1/2” strips
Cut two 7-1/2” x 62-1/2” strips

Binding: (Same as Outer Border)
Cut eight 2-1/4” x WOF strips
Piece them together

DIRECTIONS:
1. You now have all your pieces cut. Separate them into like colors & prints if they’re not
already. You then need to label the purple and blue colors separately with A-E. (i.e. you have
five blues so label each blue print A-E. Then do the same for your purple pieces.)
BLOCK A – Every block is made up of one color except your center piece. You will make two sets of A Blocks.
Use the diagrams I have drawn for you to see the five different layouts for Block A. The lettering in the diagrams
refer to the prints you labeled in step one. One set will be all purple with blue centers, and the other set will be all
blue with purple centers.
2. These blocks are simple Courthouse Step blocks with a skinny accent inside the block. For
Courthouse Step blocks start with your center piece and sew strips to opposite sides. Your
strips gradually get larger as you work your way out to the finished size. Follow the diagrams
provided below to find the size of strips needed for each step, and the print of fabric shown
in the diagrams on the next page.
BLOCK B – Every block is made up of one color except your center piece. You will make two sets of B Blocks.
Use the diagrams I have drawn for you to see the five different layouts for Block B. One set will be all purple with
blue centers, and the other set will be all blue with purple centers.
3. These blocks are simple Courthouse Step blocks with a skinny accent inside the block. For
Courthouse Step blocks start with your center piece and sew strips to opposite sides. Your
strips gradually get larger as you work your way out to the finished size. Follow the diagrams
provided below to find the size of strips needed for each step, and the print of fabric shown
in the diagrams on the next page.
FINISHING TOUCHES
4.

By using the picture of the quilt sew together the blocks alternating the colors to make the
quilt top

5.

Sew the inner border on, starting on the longest side first.

6.

Sew the outer border on, also starting on the longest side first.

7.

Layer, quilt and bind as desired

